
Daily Market Update for May 25,

Bull Ascendancy continue as Banking stocks lead the rally

The market yesterday recorded a massive rally on the strength of investors and traders reaction to MPC
policy stance on the economy to complement the fiscal framework of the government to revitalized the
whole system through policy, budget and stimulus package to jump start the economy again to avoid
recession. The expected improved liquidity has triggered demand for stocks especially as the high
inflation rate of 13.8 percent has rubbished any form of investment in the money market fixed deposit
or fixed income instrument knowing that equity investment is the only window to hedge against
inflation for now.

The composite index NSEASI gained 1,029.11 points to close at 28,260.61 from an opening number of
27,231.50 representing 3.78 percent growth on improved volume to signal investors positive sentiment
as highly capitalized stocks appreciated in price. In the same direction, market capitalization gained
N353.45 billion representing 3.78 percent growth to close N9.71 trillion from an opening value of N9.35
trillion. The growth recorded yesterday was second this year after 3.91 percent of January 20, 2016, the
month that recorded the highest lost so far. The leading indicator year to date returns stand at a
negative 1.33 percent at the end of trading yesterday, with high possibility of turning positive at the end
of today trading. The market capitalistion so far in the year has lost N144.52 billion.

The market breadth was positive and strong as number of advancers to outpace the decliners in the
ratio of 48 to 10. The volume of trades stood at 474 million shares in contrast to 274 million shares,
representing 73 percent improvement while value recorded N3.50 billion as against N154 billion,
representing 127 percent growth from their previous trading levels. This increase were attributed to
investors positioning in stocks in anticipated improved liquidity and to hedge against inflation since the
MPC policy did not address the inflation issue as they expect government spending to push funds to the
system and correct some abnormality in the economy. Transactions in the shares of FBNH, ZENITH,
SKYEBANK, GTBANK and TRANSCORP topped the activity chart as most traded equities as measured by
volume. See the technical position of the market below.



NSEASI DAILY TIME FRAME

As mentioned in our update yesterday, the market played it out, NSEASI continuous breakout of
resistance levels since May 13, 2016 have confirmed bull ascendancy on the exchange again but now
at the third resistance waiting for a break out of yearend rally of December 31, 2015 which to today
market forces will determine as the market open this morning. The probability that the positive
performance will be maintained is still high. The strong bull channel also support up trend. With the
expected funds leaving other investment windows will add momentum to the market. The 20, 50 and
100 day moving average forming a support line for index movement and crossing each below the index
is a strong signal for bull market. And at the same time trading above 200 DMA. NSEASI closed above the
upper band by 9.2%. This combined with the steep uptrend suggests that the upward trend in prices has a good
chance of continuing. However, a short-term pull-back inside the bands is likely. MACD is currently bullish
since it is trading above its signal line. RSI is reading 82.19 while other technical indicators like,
Stochastic Oscillator and CCI are signaling sell. Money Flow Index, is still showing funds are entering the
market as indicated by the blue line in the above chart.

Investors and traders should target fundamentally sound stocks that are still selling at a discount despite
the recent rally and also expect pull backs as a result of profit taking along the move.


